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Gabor Csepregi, President

A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT

Naturally, attending university allows 
students to enhance their understanding, 
master concepts and perfect their 
knowledge, but in addition to the expertise 
acquired, it also enriches students with a 
general culture, adapted to their 
personality, that goes beyond their 
practical skills.  

It is striking to realize that oftentimes, at 
USB, the culture that our students develop 
is characterized by two typically related 
elements: boldness and determination.

With its activity-packed campus and 
enthusiastic professors, USB excels at the 
art of bringing out young people’s desire 
to experiment, to take a chance, to launch 
a project. And, oftentimes, dedication to 
the community and humanity are at the 
heart of the chosen initiative.

You will see throughout these pages how 
our students, past and present, distinguish 
themselves through their enterprising 
spirit and selflessness, whether it be in the 
extracurricular sphere, sociocultural life, 
within a particular community, or a 
combination of all of the above.

All of the members of the Lussier Demers 
family are or have been invested in 
Francophonie throughout their studies, 
through a film contest, the Ensemble 
folklorique de la Rivière-Rouge, a youth 
agency’s board of directors, and many 
other initiatives. For Miguel Vielfaure, the 
idea to create a fair trade business stems 
from both the values of kinship that flow 
through our halls and the motto that 

reigns here at USB: “You can accomplish 
anything you set your mind to!” As for 
Chantale Cenerini, for her doctorate, she 
chose to contribute to revitalizing the 
Michif language to make a difference in 
the lives of current Métis. Another 
remarkable alumnus, Robert Tétrault, is 
currently advancing university sports as a 
sponsor to our very own Les Rouges.    

Within their specific fields, and each in 
their own way, they go beyond what they 
have learned in the classroom, 
demonstrating their involvement and 
generosity, whether on campus, in the 
workplace or in their personal lives.    

Thanks to this commitment to carry out 
unprecedented projects with a highly 
human dimension, our students prove to 
be outstanding individuals who leave their 
mark on society. And this makes us 
immensely proud.   

Gabor Csepregi

President 
@GCsepregi
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A Culture of Boldness 
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USB excels at the art of bringing out 
young people’s desire to experiment, 
to take a chance, to launch a project.
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The USB research team. Absent from 
the photo: Chedly Belkhodja from 

Concordia University.

It was a USB research team, led by  
Faïçal Zellama, that won the national 
competition with the topic  “Research on 
French-speaking refugees in Winnipeg 
and St. Boniface” for the research project 
entitled Établissement et intégration de 
réfugiés d’expression française dans une 
communauté de langue officielle en 
situation minoritaire francophone : le cas  
de Winnipeg et Saint‑Boniface (Manitoba), 
2010‑2016 [Settlement and integration of 
French-speaking refugees in an official 
language minority community in a 
Francophone minority situation: the  
case of Winnipeg and St. Boniface, 
Manitoba, 2010-2016 ]. The contract is  
for approximately $32,000 and will last 
one year. 

The interdisciplinary research team 
consists of Faïçal Zellama, an economist 
specializing in public policy; Patrick Noël, 
a historian interested in the historical 
relationship between language policy and 

immigration policy in Canada;  
Moses Nyongwa, a linguist specializing  
in intercultural studies; Mamadou Ka,  
a political scientist interested in 
immigration issues; and Halimatou Ba,  
a professor of social work whose 
research deals with a variety of social 
issues relating to immigration. These  
USB professors have partnered with 
Chedly Belkhodja, a political scientist at 
Concordia University and leading expert 
on the regionalization of immigration, as 
well as on hosting and integration 
programs and measures for immigrants 
and refugees.  

The program’s objective is to better 
understand the particular challenges  
that arise by settling and integrating 
French-speaking refugees in a “double 
minority” situation in Winnipeg’s OLMC. 
The study will also serve to create a 
socioeconomic portrait of refugees 
(country of origin, gender, age, education) 

and to identify refugees’ cultural, social, 
and religious characteristics related to 
the simple and challenging aspects of 
integration, as well as strategies that 
foster integration. Lastly, it will involve 
establishing the resources made available 
to refugees and measuring the availability 
of services in French, and access to  
these services.         

This study will also help to define the 
role that Francophone communities  
in Winnipeg, and particularly in the 
St. Boniface area, play in welcoming  
and supporting refugees. “A study  
on welcoming and integrating  
French-speaking refugees in St. Boniface 
and Winnipeg’s Francophone community 
is very important, and it will be useful  
in many ways, particularly in that  
the Manitoban experience could  
prove enlightening for the rest of 
Canadian Francophonie,” explained 
Peter Dorrington, Vice-President 

In the summer of 2016, Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada launched a national call for 

proposals to award contracts for research on various themes related to the question of immigration 

within official-language minority communities (OLMC). 

Creating a Portrait of French-Speaking 
Refugees in Winnipeg  

RESEARCH
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USB’s academic excellence scholarships were awarded during a 
special evening that took place on November 17, 2016 to recognize 
the academic performance of certain students. “An institution such 
as ours must of course provide support for struggling students, 
but it is also essential that it encourages those who are performing 
exceptionally well,” explained President Gabor Csepregi. “So, the 
success of our brightest students was highlighted in a celebratory 
atmosphere with hors-d’œuvres, sweets, a photo booth, and 
guided tours of the campus.”

A total of 24 academic excellence and merit-based scholarships 
were awarded to students having completed their 1st year of 
studies with a GPA of 3.5 or higher. There were also various awards 
presented based on very specific criteria, some within particular 
fields. Lastly, high school graduates with an average of 80% to 
95% received entrance scholarships.       

DIRECT AID TO OUR STUDENTS 

USB is very proud to have given back $440,600 in scholarships and 
bursaries over the first semester, divided as follows: $326,200 to 
university students and $114,400 to École technique et 
professionnelle students. USB plans to distribute a second group of 
awards totalling more than $50,000 in the second semester, 
bringing the amount awarded to students over the $500,000 mark.   

THANKING 
DONORS  

We took advantage 
of this event to 
highlight our stars 
– the award 
recipients – but also 
to sincerely thank 
our donors, who attended the event in large numbers. “Our 
Soirée d’excellence is, in a way, a special time when we get to 
witness interrelated actions, such as those of giving and 
receiving,” pointed out the President.     

BUSINESS AWARDS  

In March 2017, there will be an awards luncheon to highlight  
the academic success of the most promising Bachelor of  
Business Administration students. Among many people from  
the business and philanthropic sectors, as well as USB alumnus 
Marcel André Desautels, approximately thirty students will be 
awarded scholarships funded through the Marcel-A.-Desautels 
Scholarship Fund and will be able to use the opportunity to do  
some networking. 

Student Excellence 

(Academic and Research). “It will also 
enable political decision-makers to rely 
on better scientific knowledge to improve 
the integration of French-language 
refugees and to enhance social and 
economic prosperity, not only for 
refugees, but also for Canadian society  
as a whole.”          

The study, which has already begun, is  
all the more relevant as, in 2015, the 
Société franco-manitobaine carried out  
a community consultation in order to 

assess its concerns and major challenges. 
“The project will be at the heart of this 
redefining process, which cannot be 
successfully carried out without taking into 
account French-speaking refugees,” said 
researcher and professor, Faïçal Zellama. 
“It is clear that developing and enhancing 
the vitality of official-language minority 

communities, which are objectives of the 
Official Languages Act, cannot take place 
if we don’t understand the challenges 
faced by refugees settling within and 
trying to integrate into these types of 
communities.”          

During an exploratory visit at the Emerson border crossing on February 20th, 2017, the USB research team, along with 
professor Anne Sechin, were welcomed by Abdikheir Ahmed, Immigration Partnership Winnipeg Program Coordinator (3rd 
from the right), Hani Ataan Al-Ubeady, Community Engagement Coordinator for the same organization (2nd from the right), 
and Sitti Ali, a refugee claimant from Djibouti who crossed the border in December 2016 (1st from the left).     
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Convocation 2015, when Véronique Demers 
received her Bachelor of Science, surrounded 

by her grandparents, Lucien and Germaine 
Lussier, and her parents and siblings. 

The Lussier Demers Family and USB
Not only would all of the children of the Winnipeg Lussier Demers family 

study at Université de Saint-Boniface (USB), but they would set themselves 

apart through their involvement there. Just like their mother! 

USB graduate Joanne Lussier-Demers hoped that her children would pursue their postsecondary studies in 
French. To her great delight, her three children – Véronique, Stéphanie and Frédéric Demers – would choose 
USB, each in their own field of study. 

Mother Joanne
For Joanne, Director of the Radio-Canada 
show Oniva!, the French language is an 
integral part of her life: it’s her mother 
tongue and working language. She holds  
a Bachelor of Arts from USB (1984; with  
a major in French and a minor in 
Psychology). Involved in her community, 
Joanne notably was part of the Danseurs 
de la Rivière-Rouge dance group from age 
17 to 22. She has passed her sense of 
community involvement on to her children.

Véronique
In 2015, the eldest, 
Véronique, 
received her 
Bachelor of 
Science from USB. 
Among other things, 
she created the SOS sans 
abri project. She is also taking a 10-day trip 
to the Dominican Republic to help orphans. 
Her GPA of 4.45/4.5 in her first year earned 
her the Isbister Scholarship for the highest 
results in an undergraduate program. She 
kept up this pace and completed her 
bachelor degree with an exceptional GPA.     

Today, at 22 years old, Véronique is 
completing her 2nd year of medical studies 
at the University of Ottawa. She was given 
one of eight spots reserved for Canadian 
Franphones, as a result of the efforts of the 
Consortium national de santé en français 
(CNSF). On November 19, 2016, she was 
kind enough to return to USB for Journée 
des carrières en santé. 

FAMILY PORTRAIT 

USB graduate Joanne Lussier-Demers hoped, 
without a shadow of a doubt, that her children 
would pursue their postsecondary studies  
in French. 
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USB

A talented violinist, Véronique plays at Festival du Voyageur every 
year. At 17 years old, she was the junior ambassador for the 
French-Canadian Pavilion for Folklorama (a multicultural summer 
festival), just as her mother was at that age! For the last couple of 
years, she has accompanied the Ensemble folklorique de la 
Rivière-Rouge on violin.

Stéphanie
Twenty years old, Stéphanie is in her 3rd year 

of the Bachelor of Nursing program at 
USB. She is the university representative 

for Conseil jeunesse provincial (CJP). 
Her academic performance and her 
involvement in the Francophone 
community have earned her, all  
three years, academic excellence 
scholarships. She is also an 

accomplished swimmer, and 
participates in a boxing course twice per 

week at Sportex, USB’s fitness centre.

 In her free time, she sings, plays the trumpet  
 and dreams of competing in Ironman!  

Frédéric
Like Stéphanie, 18-year-old 
Benjamin is registered in École 
technique et professionnelle, but 
in the Multimedia 
Communications program. 
Frédéric, along with his teammates, 
won the jury and public vote  for their 
film L’as‑tu envoyé? in Cinémental’s Kino 
short-film competition. 

In high school, Frédéric received a $3,000 
scholarship from the organization French for the Future,  
split over his two years of studies at USB, for a 750-word  
essay on the importance of French. 

Before studying at USB, the Demers children attended École 
Christine-Lespérance and Centre scolaire Léo-Rémillard.

Their father, Marc Demers, is of Franco-Ontarian origin and 
moved to Manitoba 35 years ago. Like Joanne, he lives and 
works in French. “My mother, Germaine Lussier, also received 
her Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Education at USB,” added 
Joanne. Three generations of the Lussier Demers Family are 
definitely commited to their university!  

We want your ideas!
Sous la coupole is your magazine! Tell us about the notable accomplishments of an alumnus or 
alumna, about your projects, or pass along a piece of news or an event that would interest our 
broad academic community. Your participation is essential in making sure that Sous la coupole 
remains captivating and meaningful to you, our valued readers. 

Contact Dominique Philibert at 204-237-1818, ext. 510, or by email at  
communications@ustboniface.ca to give us your ideas!
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Miguel Vielfaure  
and his Humanitarian Company
For 10 years already, Miguel Vielfaure, a young Manitoban entrepreneur and USB alumnus, has 

run a Métis clothing factory… located in Peru! An innovative way to help Quechua women 

while providing his community and fellow Métis with high-quality ceintures fléchées sashes. 

Born in La Broquerie to a Francophone 
father and a Francophone Métis  
mother, Miguel Vielfaure attended  
École Saint-Joachim elementary school 
and Steinbach Regional Secondary 
School. Before he even started his 
postsecondary studies, he already  
had his own computer company!  

A true jack-of-all-trades, he 
continues to have his hands 
in various activities. He 
co-manages a construction 
company with a partner, a 
business of design and 

logistics for online stores with his brother, 
in addition to co-managing his father’s 
companies. It should be noted that, since 
he was 21, Miguel has had to throw 
himself into the business affairs of his 
father, who was ill. “The situation – which  
was very sad for my family – had the 
advantage of allowing me to try out a  
lot of different things.”

Étchiboy, the beginning
In 2006, in a market in Peru, Miguel came 
across sashes similar to the ceinture 
fléchée, which has become a symbol of 

Métis identity. He had an idea: why not 
start a company to make and sell Métis 
products? “I was a storyteller and found it 
sad that I had a factory-made polyester 
sash.” The company Étchiboy (“Hey, lil’ 
guy!” in the Michif language) was born of 
the desire to provide Métis people with 
higher quality sashes.

Laura Lussier, his girlfriend at the time 
who later became his wife, pointed out 
that, with Miguel, ideas quickly come to 
life. “When you want something, you just 
need to get started and put in the effort 
needed; there is no reason for it to fail!”   

Since then, Miguel has formed a 
relationship with El Telar (“the loom”),  
an association of single Quechua 
mothers who live in villages near Cuzco, 
some of which are 4,400 metres in 
altitude. Using the loom is a part of 
Quechua culture. The request: to make 
traditional Métis products able to be sold 
in North America. In exchange, Étchiboy 
improves the quality of life of these 
Peruvian aboriginals, abandoned by the 
governnment in rural areas that tourists 
do not visit, by paying them nearly 40% 
more than the local market (and later, 
100% more). In the beginning, the  

20 women from El Telar were using two 
old manual looms and dedicated 20% of 
their time for Étchiboy. “The initial idea is 
still the same: help these women to 
improve their self-esteem, develop 
independence and take control of their 
own future.”  

Steady momentum
As of 2009, the 20 Quechua women 
dedicate 100% of their time to Étchiboy, 
which also employs a Peruvian manager, 
Santos Cutipa Suclle, and a managing 
director, Ghyslyn Vielfaure (Miguel’s 
brother). “I don’t have a title at Étchiboy. I’m 
‘the guy who does what needs to get done,’” 
Miguel said, modestly. To his great pleasure, 
his activities include physical labour and 
groundwork, as well as administration and 
logistics. “Every day is different. I can be 
travelling thousands of kilometres to meet 
small Métis communities, spending hours in 
front of my computer or negotiating with 
bankers. I love the variety.” 

Miguel Vielfaure and his wife, Laura Lussier, surrounded by single Quechua mothers who work for Étchiboy.

ALUMNUS PROFILE
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In 2012, a major loan (80% of which is 
already repaid) allowed the SME (small or 
medium-size enterprise) to hire five more 
Peruvians. Since then, the team now has  
11 looms to use. So, not every woman has a 
loom? “Some of the women knit shirts, 
others do embroidery or make jewellery.”    

Étchiboy today
Sashes, slippers, tuques, ties and fire  
bags… Today, Étchiboy sells more than 
600 different products, through nearly 
100 partners: festivals, organisations, 
boutiques (including those of the 
Saint-Boniface Museum, the Manitoba 
Museum and the Manitoba Legislative 
Building) and Métis associations. “My 
largest market is from British Columbia to 
Ontario, but I also have clients in the 
United States and in Europe. It’s always 
growing. In the beginning, I had 0% of the 
market. Today, I have 60% of it, and I’m 
proud to say that 40% of our sales take 
place in French.”   

Over the years, Étchiboy has received media 
recognition, but it was on October 22, 
2016 that the real payoff came: after  
ten years of growth, the Métis company 
won first prize in the Business Run by a 
Young Entrepreneur category at the 
Lauriers SME awards put on by Réseau  
de développement économique et 
d’employabilité (RDÉE) Canada. 

The women behind the 
sashes
Currently, Étchiboy employs 36 Quechua 
people, 25 of whom are mothers. Between 
these 25 mothers, they have 54 children 
(who do not work for Étchiboy). Today, the 
children go to school and some of them 
even act as Spanish/Quechuan 
interpreters for Miguel and their mothers! 
“All of the school-aged children are 
attending school: it’s mandatory if 
someone wants to work with us.” The 
original mothers are still there, ten years 
later. “We have only made additions: more 
women, for the most part, with the 
exception of a few ‘satellite’ men who 
make blankets or do embroidery.”  

Have the Étchiboy women evolved? 
Absolutely! “We don’t pay them the going, 
insufficient wage. They are paid similarly 
to a police officer or a teacher. In ten 
years, the difference is phenomenal! Some 
of them have a house, a piece of land; they 
grow vegetables, wheat, and raise guinea 
pigs. Some of them have a washing 
machine, or a mortgage! They can wash 
themselves (before, they didn’t have 
water), others have electricity, or even a 
computer with the Internet. The most 
valuable treasure they have received is 
their independence.”      

Miguel and USB 
Miguel holds a four-year Bachelor of 
Political Science with advanced standing 
(2004) and a Master of Arts in Canadian 
Studies (2010), which he completed in six 
years while working full-time. 

He draws a direct connection between 
his entrepreneurial success, his rich 
personal life and his time at USB, where 
he was involved in many different ways. 

“You could say that I began challenging 
myself at USB. I was good in math and 
science, but instead I chose languages!” 
His bachelor degree notably includes a 
minor in Spanish, which now allows him 
to have discussions with Santos, his 
Peruvian manager, via Skype.  

“In short, USB taught me that ‘I can do 
whatever I want’. I may have had the 
entrepreneurial spirit, but at USB, 
anything was possible. You can easily find 
your place, there are no boundaries, and 
you are given the tools. The area of study 
that I chose opened all kinds of doors: law, 
journalism, etc. But so did student life and 
extracurricular activities.” Among other 
things, Miguel was the editor-in-chief of 
the student newspaper, Le Réveil, and 
Vice-President, and then President, of the 
student association (AECUSB). He created 
a film club and organized a conference on 
Francophone immigration. “I had met a 
Congolese man. He spoke to me, and I 
didn’t understand anything; I spoke to 
him, and he didn’t understand me. We 
ended up moving into a house together!” 
This exposure to the African community 
would later lead him to teach 
rudimentary journalism in Benin.        

As for the future of Étchiboy? “I want to 
keep expanding Étchiboy, to give work to 
even more women. And maybe even buy 
out the competition! If my company has 
been helping people for ten years, that 
shows that it’s working.”   

“Our goal is to provide colourful, authentic, handmade 
goods, while helping the less fortunate take control of 
their lives.”  

“It’s the only fair trade company that is based on 
direct work between Aboriginals in the developed 
countries and Aboriginals in third world countries.”    
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Giving. As Easy As 1, 2, 3!
USB’s annual fundraising campaign, which launched in fall 2016, is 

chaired by Robert Tétrault, a USB graduate. At 35 years old, Robert  

is already a very reputable portfolio manager in French-Canadian 

financial communities, a father of three and a devoted volunteer.  

He represents the new generation of philanthropists and leaders 

working to improve our society!   

Ten years after having received his Bachelor of Arts, the time  
had come for him to give back to his alma mater. In addition  
to making a personal annual donation through a family fund  
that he created with his wife, Michelle, he is now sponsoring  
Les Rouges sports teams as head of Tétrault Wealth Advisory 
Group at National Bank Financial (see article on page 9). “At 18 
years old, I took my first year of university in another province, 
and at a certain point, I realized that I have a unique identity.  
This affected my decision to return to Manitoba to continue my 
studies in St. Boniface. This decision changed the course of my 
life. These were three very formative years that allowed me to 
realize the extent to which USB provides everything that our 
community needs to continue evolving. This is why I feel it’s 
essential to support it.” 

This year, the campaign is offering three different options:   

1. Enrich our scholarship and bursary program, a resource that 
allows us to attract and to keep our best students; 

2. Support the university-community research program that 
Peter Dorrington, Vice-President (Academic and Research)  
has launched. Endorsed by the Société franco-manitobaine, 
this new research project was created following the  
États généraux de la francophonie, which brought to light  
the need to establish a strategy for creating a more  
inclusive community;

3. Contribute to our Emerging Priorities Fund to help realize the 
exciting ideas taking shape!

It is never too late to make a generous donation to USB!

CHOOSE HOW YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE 
YOUR DONATION:

• In person at the Development Office (office 1307)

• By telephone: call 204-237-1818, ext. 285

• Online: go to ustboniface.ca/give or canadon.org

Choose the donation type: one-time or monthly, bequeathed or 
in memoriam; and the payment method: by RRSP, automatic 
withdrawal from credit card or bank account, PayPal, shares, etc. 
Any method works and is easy! 

You support will allow us to keep going further. Thank you!

FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN
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“Our university is an essential institution  
for developing our community. Personally,  
I reinforced my identity here.”

– Robert Tétrault
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SPORTS

A Passionate Start to the  
Les Rouges Season!
In the fall, the Les Rouges season kicked off to a great start, with live streamed games,  

a new sponsor, and the launching of a website.  

On October 28, 2016, the season launch for USB’s sports teams – Les Rouges – was a big success! In the packed east gymnasium, 
many were standing, since the bleachers were full. 

An effective marketing campaign, involving email invites, a program, leaflets, posters, banners, noisemakers and social media, was 
implemented by the Development and Communications Office’s online communications coordinator.

Live excitement
Two inaugural games, women’s 
and men’s volleyball, took place 
in front of a packed, excited 
crowd and were filmed and 
streamed live online. 

The Bombers motivate 
our athletes!
Right before the season-launching 
games, the 70 Les Rouges athletes were 
surprised with an unexpected visit from 
five Francophone members of the 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers, who gave them 
a 45-minute motivational seminar.  
Julian Feoli-Gudino, Pascal Lochard, 
Christophe Normand, Brendan Tennant 
and Shayne Gauthier talked about their 
university experiences, their journey to 
the professional football league, keys to 
success, and the risks as a high-level 
athlete. They also generously answered 
numerous questions asked by the 
student athletes.   

The Bombers also attended the opening 
women’s volleyball game and presented 
an autographed sweater to a fan at 
half-time.   

All the info on one website
The start of the season was also an opportunity to launch a new website – 
ustboniface.ca/lesrouges provides a wide array of information, from USB’s 
team sports (soccer, futsal, volleyball, hockey and basketball), team activities, 
special evening events, new Les Rouges members, to Sportex, Les Rouges’ 
official fitness centre. The website also has news, a schedule and player 
profiles, and you can also watch certain games live. 

ustboniface.ca/lesrouges

Tétrault Wealth Advisory 
Group: a new sponsor

Among other news, National Bank Financial’s 
Tétrault Wealth Advisory Group has signed on 
to be an official Les Rouges sponsor for three 
years. Robert Tétrault is known not only for 

his successful career as a portfolio manager, 
but also for his volunteering and 

philanthropic spirit. In the fall of 
2016, he became Chair of USB’s 

fundraising campaign. 
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RRevitalizing Michif 
Métis, USB graduate and PhD student at the University of 

Manitoba, Chantale Cenerini received a prestigious Vanier 

scholarship, in the fall of 2016, for her sociolinguistic research 

into the Michif language.

Chantale Cenerini attended École Noël-Ritchot, in Winnipeg’s  
St. Norbert neighbourhood, and then Collège régional  
Gabrielle-Roy, in Île-des-Chênes. “My parents moved to La Salle 
when I was in Grade 8. It was important to them that we [she has 
two brothers and a sister] at least take elementary school in 
French. I spent a lot of time on the bus!” Starting at a young age, 
she was involved in the community, whether it was at the  
St. Norbert Parish or the Flavie-Laurent Centre. 

USB: beginnings in linguistics
At Université de Saint-Boniface, Chantale received a four-year 
Honours B.A. (French), with a concentration in linguistics (2012). 
She took a few Cree courses and received various awards, 
scholarships and medals, including the Governor General’s Gold 
Medal. “I must highlight the important impact of Sandrine Hallion, 
a linguistics professor at USB. She’s the one that introduced me 
to the discipline and made me interested in it: I owe a large part 
of my journey so far to her. Ken Paupanekis, a Cree instructor at 
the University of Manitoba, was also a huge help during my 
bachelor’s and still continues to be today.”  

She then moved to Regina to undertake a master’s at the  
First Nations University of Canada (2014). Her thesis was on  
the singularity of the Cree language: the ability to indicate the 
presence of a third “person”, other than the subject or object, 
particularly that relates to or is affected by the verb. She 
received an exceptional GPA of 4.3.

A doctorate on Michif 
After working at Wanuskewin Heritage Park for a year, Chantale 
decided to register for a PhD, this time to explore the Michif 
language. She chose the University of Manitoba. “Michif 
specialists are rare, and Nicole Rosen, my thesis advisor, is one.  
I often refer to master’s theses, for example in North Dakota.”

Her linguistic corpus has changed, as has the focus of her 
research. In her master’s, Chantale focussed her analysis on the 
distinct verbal inflexion in Cree. In her PhD, though still including 
the study of forms, she has adopted more of a sociolinguistic 
approach. “This time, I’ve opted for more of an applied 
linguistics; I’m going to examine concrete cases.”      

There are still approximately one thousand Michif speakers, 
dispersed throughout Manitoba and Saskatchewan, as well as 
other parts of Canada and in the United States. “A large portion 
of my project consists of going to meet them in the field. I want 
to speak with the communities. I will use the opportunity to 
gather certain data on the languages, using recordings, for 
example. But I really want to learn people’s perception of their 
language, their attitude toward it. Michif has been a part of the 

Métis identity from the beginning. I believe that 
studying it and reviving it is a way to contribute to the 
well-being of existing communities. And this goes hand 
in hand with Canada’s current efforts for improved 
relations with First Nations.”      

Chantale Cenerini has received a prestigious Vanier 
Canada Graduate Scholarship, which awards the top 
students in the country and abroad with $150,000 
split over three years. Chantale has presented her 
research findings at local, national and international 
colloquiums. She speaks French and English, and has 
skills in Cree, Spanish, Italian and German.  

PROFILE

“There are so many different stories on the origin, 
varieties, transmission and modern usage of Michif, 
and the feelings associated to it! I’m excited to hear 
from these people and to give them a voice.” 
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News briefs
1956 Promo: Still Meeting 60 Years Later  
USB’s 1956 rhetoric class, who meets every ten years without  
fail, got together once again June 17th to 19th, 2016, this time to 
celebrate 60 years of friendship. Of the 25 original graduates, 
there are still 15 of them carrying the motto Eternally young.  

The 1955 and 1957 classes, which had few students,  
were also invited.

THE FORBIDDEN CUPOLA

The reunion started with a drink in the 
company of the President, Gabor Csepregi.  
A cake in the shape of a cupola had been 
made to commemorate the formal ban placed 

on this sacred place. “Of course, a few people 
managed to get in and they hid bottles and did 

graffiti!” laughed Laurent Gagné, a 1956 alumnus. 
The graduates were also able to have an official tour of the cupola, 
led by archivist Carole Pelchat.

Whether it was daily mass, the dormitory, the study room or 
cigarettes in class, good memories, often involving practical 
jokes, were exchanged over the course of the three-day reunion. 
On June 19, the book Mon Collège, souvenirs des années 1940 et 1950 
– a compilation of funny stories and pranks – was launched by 
Marcien Ferland, another 1956 alumnus.

Benefits of the Network  
Did you know that anyone who received a university 
degree, or college or secondary diploma from  
Université de Saint-Boniface (USB) can join our 
Alumni Network and enjoy many benefits?  

A few examples:

• A reduced rate at Sportex, Winnipeg’s only bilingual 
fitness centre;

• Discounted tickets for Chiens de soleil plays;

• Free access to USB’s computer services; 

• Support for organising your USB alumni reunions; 

• Invitations to certain activities organized by USB and access to 
pre-sale tickets; 

• Access to the TD Insurance Meloche Monnex affinity program.

Go to ustboniface.ca/alumni to join the Alumni Network, to learn 
more about all of your benefits, or to update your contact 
information. Take advantage of the opportunities!   

A Documentary for the  
200th Anniversary
In 2018, Université de Saint-Boniface will celebrate its 200th 
anniversary! A variety of activities will take place throughout 
the year to celebrate 200 years of French education in 
Manitoba. Among these will include an hour-long 
documentary broadcast on Radio-Canada television, produced 
by Manito Média. 

“The documentary will recount the history of Université de 
Saint-Boniface and will show how the institution grew to 
become a pillar, anchoring French language and culture in the 
West,” explained Patrick Clément, Manito Média co-founder 
and co-producer of the documentary. 

A combination of interviews with celebrated alumni, those 
who influenced the institution’s journey, and those who are 
shaping its evolution today, highlights the impact that USB 
has on the life of the community that it serves.  

Photo : Joelle Boisvert
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Green Light for a Daycare Project
In a special meeting held on December 8th, 2016, the members of USB’s Board of Governors 
unanimously approved the administration’s recommendation to proceed in establishing a daycare 
on its campus.   

It is an important step in the implementation of this project, which must now obtain the required 
financing through the various levels of government in order to proceed. The project aims to create 
a new non-profit organization and to build a roughly 7,500 ft2 structure able to accommodate  
16 infants and 64 preschool-aged children. The daycare, which will have its own board of 
directors, will be required to meet the standards set by the Province of Manitoba.  

The decision to proceed with the construction of a daycare is the result of many years of work and 
consultations. For more information about the project, read the news article on the USB website 
at ustboniface.ca/projetgarderie.

Three USB Members in the Francophone Affairs Advisory Council
Three USB staff members, namely  
Aileen Clark, Director of the Continuing 
Education Division and the Language 
Enrichment Service, Jacob Atangana-Abé, 
School of Business Administration 
professor, and Alexandre Brassard, Dean 
of the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of 
Science, are members of the 
Francophone Affairs Advisory Council, 
which was established 
following the adoption of 
the Francophone 
Community Enhancement 
and Support Act.    

On October 13, 2016, during the Société 
franco-manitobaine’s annual general 
meeting, the Minister responsible for 
Francophone Affairs, Rochelle Squires, 
officially announced the names of the five 
community members sitting on the 
Council. The two other members are 
Michèle Lagimodière-Gagnon, retired 
teacher, and Louis Tétrault, Executive 

Director of the Association of Manitoba 
Bilingual Municipalities. 

The council also includes five deputy 
ministers with varying government 
portfolios. Its mandate includes 
recommending measures to foster  
the enhancement of Manitoba’s 
Francophone community.  
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Celebrating Canada’s 150th Anniversary!
Université de Saint-Boniface was 
awarded a substantial grant from the 
Canadian Heritage Canada 150 Fund to 
carry out two major projects marking the 
celebration of Canada’s 150th anniversary.    

To highlight the values and strengths that 
the institution shares with Canada, such 
as inclusion and diversity, USB – after a 
fruitful call for submissions to artists – 
has decided to entrust the on-campus 
public art project to artist Madeleine 
Vrignon. The work will be revealed at the 
start of the 2017 session during a 
dynamic and engaging performance that 

will bring together students, staff, 
graduates and the community at large.  

The large-scale public concert will 
showcase artists who draw inspiration 
from the music of the founding nations 
and of those from the large waves of 
immigration throughout Canada’s 
history. It will take place in front of  
USB’s grand façade. 

“We plan to close De la Cathédrale 
Avenue for the event,” indicated Louis 
St-Cyr, Director, Development and 
Communications Office. “The concert  

will welcome more than 1,000 spectators 
from Winnipeg’s diverse cultural 
communities and from rural areas.  
The celebration will start in the afternoon 
and will include family activities and food 
stands reflecting our wonderful cultural 
diversity. We hope that the community 
joins us for this huge gathering!” 
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Alumni 
Remembered  
We have lost many USB alumni since 
August 2016. During their studies at USB, 
and for the rest of their lives, they actively 
contributed to the vitality of Manitoba’s 
Francophonie. We are grateful to them, 
and we offer our deepest condolences to 
their families and friends.   

2016
Edwin Gallant

Jacques Courchaine

Marcel Asselin

Raymond Arcand

Roger Legal

Ronald Drobot

Victor Perrin

This list may be incomplete. To notify  
us of a passing, please contact us at  
1818@ustboniface.ca.

Looking Ahead to Our 200th 
Anniversary
By Carole Pelchat, Archivist

L’association des Dames auxiliaires du Collège de Saint-Boniface was 
created on December 6th, 1950 upon request by and under the guidance 
of the President at the time, R.F. d’Auteuil Richard. Its mandate was to 
promote both the cultural and material interests of the Collège; a great 
example of volunteering at the heart of the community! 

The members were mostly parents (i.e. mothers), wives and sisters of 
past and present students. The Dames had various initiatives: organizing 
tea parties, recreational soirées, card games and other fundraising 
activities, mending students’ clothing, secretarial work for the Office of 
the President, making chapel vestments, and serving meals at special 
events, to name just a few.        

The Dames auxiliaires had six standing committees: the Recruitment and 
Contributions Committee, the Social Events and Leisure Committee, the 
Chapel Committee, the Housing Committee (which helped the Collège to 
provide furniture, house linens, supplies and other necessary goods), the 
Nomination and Election Committee, and the Advertising Committee. 
The association, which was active from 1950 to 1963, had 300 members 
in 1952, but only 106 in 1962.

Photo: USB Archives

Photo: R.F. d’Auteuil Richard (President), Mrs. Tremblay (Treasurer) and Mrs. Huot (President) 
while the Dames auxiliaires present a $300 cheque to cover the cost of purchasing wood for 
three new altars for the student chapel.   

The TD Insurance Meloche Monnex program is underwritten by SECURITY NATIONAL 
INSURANCE COMPANY. It is distributed by Meloche Monnex Insurance and Financial Services, 
Inc. in Quebec, by Meloche Monnex Financial Services Inc. in Ontario, and by TD Insurance 
Direct Agency Inc. in the rest of Canada. Our address: 50 Place Cremazie, 12th Floor, Montreal, 
Quebec H2P 1B6. Due to provincial legislation, our car and recreational insurance program 
is not offered in British Columbia, Manitoba or Saskatchewan. ® The TD logo and other TD  
trade-marks are the property of The Toronto-Dominion Bank. 

1-888-589-5656 
tdinsurance.com/ustboniface

Get preferred insurance rates 
and personalized service.

A New Partner!
USB’s Alumni Network is pleased to announce a new partnership with TD Insurance 
Meloche Monnex. Members of the Alumni Network and USB employees will receive 
special access to the travel and home insurance program, a special rate and great 
protection that can be adapted based on their changing needs. 

By choosing the TD Insurance Meloche Monnex program, you will be giving back to  
your alma mater! In fact, TD will support the Alumni Network through contributions for 
years to come. Feel free to learn about these products and services that are customized 
just for you! 
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Boutique

Located in a designated area of USB’s website, Carrefour Sous 
la coupole has been an online agora for five years now, 
providing important information about USB. 

For example, you can find profiles on instructors, donors, 
students and alumni, previous issues of Sous la coupole 
magazine in PDF format, contests, videos and recent news.  

Welcome to YOUR online space!

Carrefour Sous la coupole, 
an online agora Show Your Pride!

Hoodies, t-shirts, laptop bags, mugs, diploma frames, 
bottles, and more: our boutique offers a wide array  
of USB-branded clothing and items, at a reasonable price!   

Visit the boutique online (ustboniface.ca/boutique) or  
in person at 200 De la Cathédrale Avenue, room 1433.


